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Motivation (1)

Intercity environmental cooperation has played a unique 
role to enhance the capacity of local governments in 
developing countries to improve local environment.

Citizens’ support becomes important for Japanese
cities to use limited budget for intercity cooperation. 

Few studies have done for finding factors of citizens’ 
support for intercity environmental cooperation.
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Literature on citizens’ attitude towards 
intercity environmental cooperation 

Fujikura (1997)

City of Kitakyushu (2009)Hitsumoto (1999),

General views among Japanese nationals
Municipalities were not specified 

Surveys of citizen-advisers selected from Kitakyushu
Their views may differ from those of the common 
people
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Motivation (2)

Several advanced Japanese local governments initiated 
domestic interregional collaboration to reduce GHG 
emissions.

Japanese local governments initiated the cooperation on 
climate change mitigation, or low carbon development. 
Yet this is relatively a new attempt.
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It is not clear if Japanese citizens may or may not support 
their local governments’ cooperation with cities in 
developing countries to achieve GHG emissions reduction 
target in return for obtaining carbon credits.
Citizens perception on carbon crediting may affect the 
support to intercity environmental cooperation in the future.



Citizens perception on carbon crediting

Citizens may or may not support Japanese government’s 
purchase of carbon credits from developing countries to 
achieve Kyoto target. The reasoning may not be understood 
by traditional economy – environment dichotomy.

Economy Environment
Support crediting Cost effective to achieve the 

target
Contribute to the growth of 
environment business market 
for Japanese companies

Good to technology transfer 
to developing countries

Oppose crediting Tax shall be used domestically GHG emissions shall be 
reduced domestically

Japanese local government could use carbon crediting mechanism 
for their intercity cooperation for low carbon development for mutual 
benefits. Yet it may be opposed by citizens.
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Carbon offsetting in Japan

Carbon offsetting in Japan has just emerged.
Volume (ktCO2e) Value

Year 2007 2008 2009 2007 2008 2009

Regulated 
market 
(Global)

2,920,000 4,713,000 8,625,000 63,711
(US$ mil)

134,415
(US$ mil)

143,897
(US$ mil)

Voluntary 
market 
(Global)

66,000 127,000 94,000 335
(US$ mil)

728
(US$ mil)

387
(US$ mil)

Voluntary 
market 
(Japan)

85 516 905 396
(mil yen)

2,204
(mil yen)

3,748
(mil yen)

Ordinary citizens, not corporate, may or may not voluntarily 
offset their GHG emissions for various reasons:

“No reason to pay.”
“I should reduce GHG emissions myself, and hence do not use offset.”
“Maybe good but it is unclear and do not know it is trustworthy.“
“It is good for the environment and I can do it.”

Sources: Hamilton et al. (2009), Hamilton et al. (2010), Yano Research Institute (2009)
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Objectives

Find factors of citizens’ support for intercity environmental 
cooperation, focusing on attitudes on carbon crediting and 
offsetting.

Describe and summarize citizens’ attitudes towards 
intercity environmental cooperation of their own cities.
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Yokohama and Kitakyushu

Yokohama
Population:  3.6 million

Kitakyushu
Population: 1.0 million
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Yokohama:
- Emphasis on contribution to solve global issues as global 

citizens: sense of responsibility

Kitakyushu: 
- Emphasis on economic growth in both sides of cooperation

eg. Kitakyushu – Dalian, China cooperation 

Manifested international cooperation policy
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Yokohama’s intercity environmental cooperation

- Intercity collaboration through CITYNET, hosted by 
Yokohama (1988 - present)

- Support of environmental education in Southeast and South 
Asia (2004 - 2009)

- Support of reconstruction after Tsunami in Banda Aceh, 
Indonesia (2005 – 2006)

- Capacity development for water management in Vietnam 
and African countries (2006 - present)
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Kitakyushu’s intercity environmental cooperation

- Creation of environmental model city in Dalian, China
(1993 - 2008)

- Kitakyushu Initiative for a Clean Environment
(2000 – 2010)

- Environmental education in Cebu, Philippines
(2002 - 2003)

- Support for composting of domestic waste in Surabaya,
Indonesia (2005 – present)

- Support for industrial ecology in Tianjin and Qingdao, China
(2007 – present)

- Support for Hai Phong, Vietnam
(2009 – present)

- Promotion of low-carbon technology in Asia
(2009 – present)
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Survey

- 1,757 adults for each city

- Mail method
- February 2010

- Response ratio: 

-Yokohama: 38% 
- Kitakyushu: 39%

- Two-staged random sampling using citizen-registration lists
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Questionnaire
i. Attitude towards environmental problems 

ii. Attitude towards carbon crediting

iii. Attitude towards intercity environmental cooperation

iv. Knowledge on past environmental cooperation

v. Preference for local/international donation for environmental activities

vi. Personal attributes and experience of voluntary activities

Do you want your city to continue intercity environmental 
cooperation?

Yes, Rather yes, Hard to say, Rather no, No

Annex: Selection of remuneration (gift certificate, carbon offset)
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Offsetting opportunity in the survey
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• Instead of receiving gift certificate of 500 
JPY (~5 USD) as remuneration to 
participate in the survey, a respondent can 
use the money to offset the emissions 
from their daily lives for 100 kg of CO2, 
around 5% of emissions a year from 
Japanese household.

• The credit used is certificate emissions 
reduction (CER) under the Kyoto 
mechanism, produced from a biomass 
power project in rural India.

• Carbon offset was executed by an offset 
provider and a certificate was sent later to 
the respondents who chose carbon offset.

Example of certificate sent



Procedure for statistical analysis
i. Summarize answers

- Method: Principal component analysis

ii. Group citizens by their attitudes towards the environment 
and the international development

- Method: Cluster analysis

iii. Find factors for supporting intercity environmental cooperation
- Method: Ordered logit analysis

Support for cooperation = f (group, individual attributes)

Discreteness of the dependent variable explicitly
considered
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Summarizing answers
Factor loadings calculated by principal component analysis

Red squares indicate factor loadings 
greater than 0.45.

Axis (Principal component)

Common to Yokohama and Kitakyushu
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- Attitude on carbon crediting constitutes the first principle component
- Selection of carbon offset does not make axis of citizens’ characteristics



Five groups of citizens identified

Interest in international 
development and 
environmental 
protection

Supporting carbon crediting
Environment
contributor, supporting
carbon crediting

Environment
contributor, opposing
carbon crediting

Weak environment
contributor, opposing
carbon crediting

Weak environment
contributor, supporting
carbon crediting

Indifferent to global
environmental issues

Do more environmentally friendly 
activities, ethically motivated

Interested in economic 
growth in both sides

Interested in
economic growth in 
their own cities
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Estimated group distributions
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Factors for supporting intercity environmental cooperation
Results from ordered logit analysis

Variable Coefficient p-value

Environment contributor,
opposing carbon crediting 1.171 0.000

Environment contributor,
supporting carbon crediting

0.763 0.000

Weak environment
contributor, supporting
carbon crediting

0.473 0.062

Indifferent to global
environment issues

-0.960 0.000

Household income 0.286 0.034
Women -0.234 0.074
Age -0.051 0.239
Kitakyushu sample 0.514 0.000
Constant 3.790 0.000

Threshold parameters
K1 0.458 0.000
K2 2.129 0.000
K3 3.953 0.000

Most supportive
group
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Conclusions

“Environmental contributor, opposing carbon crediting” is the
most supportive group to intercity environmental cooperation 

This group will support traditional local environment 
management cooperation, such as waste management and 
recycling and air and water management.
However, they are negative about gaining many carbon 
credits from the project. 

“Weak environmental contributor, opposing carbon crediting” is the
largest group among citizens

This group is interested in their own welfare.
Creating benefits for their side from intercity cooperation
will help gain support from them.
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